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FR33 - FR Anti-Static Crew Neck
Collection: Bizflame Knit
Range: Flame Resistant
Shell Fabric: Bizflame Knit Antistatic 237g
Outer Carton: 48

Product information
In addition to providing anti-static protection, the breathable fabric in this
NFPA2112 compliant crew neck, will keep you cool and comfortable all day
long. The rib cuffs keep long sleeves in place and the concealed sleeve and
chest pocket with pencil stall, provide ample and safe storage.

Bizflame Knit
Strong but lightweight offering comfort and durability Stylish and practical
design Outstanding FR and electric arc protection Quality workmanship
combined with premium fabric ensures new appearance wear after wear
Interlock  knit  structure  provide  smooth  jersey  knit  on  both  sides  for
maximum comfort.

Flame Resistant
This  industry  leading  flame  resistant  range  provides  multi  standard
protection for hazardous environments. These state of the art products are
the result of years of experience combined with advanced technology and
market research.  Commitment to the health,  safety and comfort  of  the
wearer can be seen in the wide range of products suitable for all climates
and end uses.

Standards
EN 1149 -5
NFPA® 70E
NFPA® 2112
ASTM F1506-10a
ASTM F1959/F1959M-14e1 (ATPV 10 CAL/CM2 (HAF 82.3%))

Features
Moisture wicking fabric helping to keep the body warm, cool and dry●

2 pockets for secure storage●

Concealed chest pocket●

Sleeve pocket●

Flame resistant ribbed cuff for added safety●

50+ UPF rated fabric to block 98% of UV rays●

Raglan sleeves for a comfort fit●

FR aramid thread for extra durability and protection●

  Colours
Short Reg Tall XTall

Grey S - 6XL
Navy S - 6XL
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FR33 - FR Anti-Static Crew Neck
Commodity Code: 6109100010

Test House

Wash care
            

US
Do Not boil. Do not use soap or soap powder or
bleach. Use detergents

CARTON DIMENSIONS/WEIGHT

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight (Kg) Cubic (m3) EAN13 DUN14


